Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP132] : ND:YAG LASER CAPSULOTOMY IN POSTVITRECTOMY DISPERSED VITREOUS HEMORRHAGE IN PSEUDOPHAKICS
Presenting & Chief Author : B-1434/12A - Dr.Anant Bhosale ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP31] : PREVALENCE OF MYOPIC CNVM ALONG WITH ROLE OF ANTVEGF IN ITS TREATEMENT IN RURAL MAHARASHTRA.
Presenting & Chief Author : S-1425/12/A - Dr.Renuka Sarwate ; Co-Authors : S-1426/12/A - Dr.Nikit Sarwate , S19 - Dr.JAYANT SARWATE

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP138] : INFRARED AUTOFLUORESCENCE FOR ODM DIAGNOSIS AND ACTIVITY MONITORING
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Sopan Gupte ; Co-Author : P2036A/17 - Dr.Puranik Apurva

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP183] : COMBINED CRAO AND CRVO AS THE PRESENTING MANIFESTATION OF SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS
Presenting Author : B 1790/14A Dr.Bawankar Pritam ; Chief Author : B1790/14A - Dr.Bawankar Pritam ; Co-Authors : L14 - Dr.Lahane Tatyarao P , S137 - Dr.Samant Preetam

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP189] : A TWO MIN,RS 200 DIY SMARTPHONE BASED FUNDUS CAMERA FOR EVERY EYE CARE PROFESSIONAL
Presenting & Chief Author : S2020/17 - Dr.Sonawane Atul ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP30] : A SIMPLE & NOVEL AC PARACENTESIS DEVICE FOR SAFE INTRAVITREAL INJECTION
Presenting & Chief Author : A8 - Dr.Agrawal Santosh Hanuman ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section : Retina-Vitreous
[FP181]: RELATION BETWEEN MEAN PLATELET VOLUME AND CENTRAL RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION IN HYPERTENSIVE PATIENTS.
Presenting Author: B 1790/14A Dr.Bawankar Pritam; Chief Author: B1790/14A- Dr.Bawankar Pritam; Co-Authors: S137 - Dr.Samant Preetam, L14 - Dr.Lahane Tatyarao P

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP49]: ANATOMIC SUCCESS OF VITRECTOMY WITH & WITHOUT ILM PEEL IN CASES OF PRIMARY & COMPLICATED RRD
Presenting & Chief Author: N-1687/13 - Dr.Narnaware Shilpi; Co-Author: B52 - Dr.BAWANKULE PRASHANT K

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP196]: EFFICACY OF PER OPERATIVE OZURDEX DURING VITRECTOMY FOR EPIRETINAL MEMBRANE
Presenting & Chief Author: J2031/17 - Dr.Jain Ashish; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP213]: COMPARISON BETWEEN PPV AND PPV COMBINED WITH SCLERAL BUCKLING (SB) IN RETINAL DETACHMENT
Presenting & Chief Author: J2031/17 - Dr.Jain Ashish; Co-Authors: S137 - Dr.Samant Preetam, L1795/14 - Dr.Lahane Sayalee Tatyarao

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP211]: ZALTRP (ZIV-AFLIBERCEPT): THE EFFICACIOUS AND COST EFFECTIVE-FLAGSHIP KILLER OF THE ANTI-VEGF MARKET
Presenting & Chief Author: - Dr.Chetan Videkar; Co-Author: V12 - Dr.VIDEKAR KISHOR G

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 08:00-09:25 | Hall: B
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP216]: UTILITY OF NEW HIGHER ANTIBIOTICS IN SUCCESSFULLY MANAGING GRAM NEGATIVE BACTERIAL ENDOPHTHALMITIS
Presenting & Chief Author: - Dr.Chetan Videkar; Co-Author: V12 - Dr.VIDEKAR KISHOR G

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:25-10:00 | Hall: B
Section: Oculoplasty/Orbit/ Lacrimal
[FP16]: SMARTPHONE BASED HIGH MAGNIFICATION IMAGING OF EYELID AND CONJUNCTIVAL LESION
Presenting & Chief Author: A-1492/13 - Dr.Ahuja Ashish; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:25-10:00 | Hall: B
Section: Oculoplasty/Orbit/ Lacrimal

[FP18]: MAGNETIC OCULAR PROSTHESIS FOR CONTRACTED SOCKET
Presenting & Chief Author: M126 - Dr.Ramesh Murthy; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:25-10:00 | Hall: B
Section: Ocular oncology

[FP26]: A HOSPITAL BASED STUDY OF OCULAR MORBIDITIES AT TERTIARY CANCER CENTRE
Presenting & Chief Author: P77 - Dr.Sangita Patil Shisode; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:25-10:00 | Hall: B
Section: Ocular oncology

[FP89]: TOPICAL CHEMOTHERAPY FOR GIANT OSSN OF CONJUNCTIVA AND CORNEA: IS SURGERY NECESSARY?
Presenting & Chief Author: C1316/11/A - Dr.Sonal S Chaugule; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:25 | Hall: B
Section: Cornea

[FP76]: ETIOLOGICAL STUDY OF CORNEAL LESIONS LEADING TO VISUAL IMPAIEMENT IN ADULTS
Presenting Author: Dr.Priyanka Nangalia; Chief Author: N146 - Dr.Nigwekar Shubhangi P; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:25 | Hall: B
Section: Cornea

[FP54]: OUTCOME AND PROGNOSIS OF OPEN GLOBE INJURIES.
Presenting Author: Dr.BHIDE PRIYANKA; Presenting & Chief Author: K59 - Dr.KILLEDAR MILIND A; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:25 | Hall: B
Section: Cornea

[FP194]: FEMTOSECOND LASER-ASSISTED BIOPOLYMER INSERTION FOR THE SYMPTOMATIC TREATMENT OF BULLOUS KERATOPATHY
Presenting & Chief Author: K1130/08 - Dr.Vardhanan Kankaria; Co-Author:
**[FP55] : ROLE OF MEDICAL MANAGEMENT BY TOPICAL MITOMYCIN C IN PRIMARY OSSN**
Presenting & Chief Author : S-1426/12/A - Dr.Nikit Sarwate ; Co-Authors : S19 - Dr.JAYANT SAWATE , S-1425/12/A - Dr.Renuka Sarwate

**[FP98] : TARSORRHAPHY - AN UNDERUSED SAVIOUR**
Presenting & Chief Author : P2022/17 - Dr.Pradhana Viraj ; Co-Author : S2013/17 - Dr.Arpit Anil Shah

**[FP149] : CLINICAL EFFICACY OF NOVEL ANTIFUNGAL IN AN ANIMAL MODEL OF FUSARIUM SPP. KERATITIS**
Presenting & Chief Author : S133 - Dr.Shah Sushmita G ; Co-Autho :

**[FP179] : “ ALLERGEN TESTING AND IMMUNOTHERAPY” USEFULNESS IN OCULAR ALLERGIES TO REDUCE STEROIDS**
Presenting & Chief Author : W16 - Dr.Vrushali Warad ; Co-Author :

**[FP176] : TOPOGRAPHIC,CORNEAL WAVEFRONT & REFRACTIVE OUTCOME 2YRS AFTER CROSLINKING FOR PROGRESSIVE KERATOCONUS**
Presenting & Chief Author : B1704/14 - Dr.Bang Manasi ; Co-Author : B1366/11 - Dr.Bang Rohit

**[FP187] : ROLE OF SUTURELESS GLUE FREE CONJUNCTIVAL AUTOGRAFT IN MANAGEMENT OF PTERYGIUM**
Presenting & Chief Author : D1202/09 - Dr.Desai Satish Subhash ; Co-Author :
Section : Cornea
[FP247] : IMPACT OF VENTING INCISION ON GRAFT DETACHMENT IN DSAEK
Presenting & Chief Author : K1180/09/A - Dr.NAMRATA KABRA ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:25-12:00 | Hall: B

Section : Contact Lens / Optics, Refraction
[FP175] : A POCKET–FRIENDLY, FEATHER-WEIGHT KERATOMETER FOR PAEDIATRIC USE.
Presenting & Chief Author : D1865/15 - Dr.Dhamankar Tanmayi ; Co-Author : K126 - Dr.KOTHARI MIHIR T

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:25-12:00 | Hall: B

Section : Glaucoma
[FP236] : VIDEO AUDIT AND OCT ANALYSIS IN DEEP SCLERECTOMY GLAUCOMA SURGERY
Presenting & Chief Author : G-1261/10 - Dr.GHORPADE HARSHVARDHAN G ; Co-Author : M43 - Dr.Moreker Sunil R

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:25-12:00 | Hall: B

Section : Refractive Surgery
[FP29] : MANAGEMENT OF IRREGULAR LASIK FREE CAP INVOLVING THE CENTER OF PUPIL
Presenting & Chief Author : O7 - Dr.Odeyar Ramanujan ; Co-Author : S49 - Dr.Shah Sachin S

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:25-12:00 | Hall: B

Section : Refractive Surgery
[FP25] : EFFECT OF ALTERING OPTIC ZONE IN CORRECTION OF MYOPIA BY REFRACTIVE LENTICULE EXTRACTION
Presenting & Chief Author : L3 - Dr.Ladi Jeevan S ; Co-Author : S1235/10 - Dr.Shah Nitant

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B

Section : Cataract
[FP33] : VERION VERSUS MANUAL MARKING AND SMARTPHONE ASSISTED MANUAL MARKING IN TORIC IOL IMPLANTATION
Presenting & Chief Author : Z 2125 /18 - Dr.Zain Irfan Khatib ; Co-Authors : H1 - Dr.HALDIPURKAR SUHAS S , S172 - Dr.VIJAY SHETTY , M 2123 A/18 - Dr.Modiwala Zarin

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B

Section : Cataract
[FP66] : POSTOPERATIVE VISUAL OUTCOME ,QUALITY OF VISION AFTER IMPLANTATION OF PREMIUM AND NON PREMIUM
IOL’S
Presenting & Chief Author: D1106/07 - Dr.Dole Kuldeep S; Co-Authors: K125 - Dr.Sucheta Kulkarni R, D63 - Dr.Deshpande Rahul D, D1 - Dr.Deshpande Madan

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B
Section: Cataract
[FP129]: SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF BIMANUAL PRECHOP USING DIFFERENT INSTRUMENTS FOR NUCLEOFRACTIS
Presenting & Chief Author: K-1223/10 - Dr.KHAN SOHEL IRFAN MOHD; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B
Section: Cataract
[FP2]: MANAGEMENT OF SMALL PUPIL IN PHACOEMULSIFICATION AND MANUAL SMALL INCISION CATARACT SURGERY
Presenting & Chief Author: G1916/16 - Dr.Gadgil Uday; Co-Author: C1760/14A - Dr.Chaugule Madhura Bhalchana

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B
Section: Cataract
[FP19]: TO EVALUATE THE SURGICAL OUTCOME OF PRECISION PULSE CAPSULOTOMY IN PHACOEMULSIFICATION SURGERY.
Presenting & Chief Author: L13 - Dr.Labhsetwar Nikhil; Co-Authors: K42 - Dr.Aditya Kelkar, K96 - Dr.Kelkar Jai A

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B
Section: Cataract
[FP28]: PULSE DELIVERY OF VISCO - A SAFE TECHNIQUE IN COMPLICATED PHACO
Presenting & Chief Author: A8 - Dr.Agrawal Santosh Hanuman; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B
Section: Cataract
[FP62]: SMART STEP TOWARDS SATISFACTION IN MULTIFOCAL IOL IMPLANTATION
Presenting & Chief Author: S94 - Dr.Satav Vitthal G; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B
Section: Cataract
[FP44]: PUPILLODYNAMICS AND CORNEAL SPHERICAL ABERRATIONS IN SELECTION OF ASPHERIC IOL IN INDIAN POPULATION
Presenting & Chief Author: P-1257/10 - Dr.PARYANI MUKESSH J; Co-Author: D45 - Dr.Darak Ambarish Balkrishna
Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B
Section : Cataract
[FP99] : NON VISCO, POSITIVE PRESSURE CATARACT SURGERY- SAFETY PROFILE IN 172 EYES
Presenting & Chief Author : G1163/08 - Dr.GIRISH GADRE A ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B
Section : Cataract
[FP157] : ANTERIOR CAPSULAR SPARING 3 PORT PP LENSECTOMY- NEW APPROACH IN CATARACT MX
Presenting & Chief Author : G1163/08 - Dr.GIRISH GADRE A ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:00-13:25 | Hall: B
Section : Cataract
[FP177] : NO MORE ARGENTINIAN FLAGS WITH ZEPTO
Presenting & Chief Author : M1206/09 - Dr.Mahajan Amit ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:25-14:00 | Hall: B
Section : Miscellaneous
[FP125] : ASSESSMENT OF QUALITY OF FUNDUS IMAGES CAPTURED USING A SMARTPHONE BASED FUNDUS CAMERA
Presenting & Chief Author : Z 2125 /18 - Dr.Zain Irfan Khatib ; Co-Authors : V1717/14 - Dr.Devendra Venkatramani , P2027/17 - Dr.Devendra Phalak

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:25-14:00 | Hall: B
Section : Miscellaneous
[FP201] : IS RETINAL ACUITY METER A VALUABLE PREDICTOR OF POST-OPERATIVE VISUAL ACUITY IN CATARACT PATIENTS?
Presenting & Chief Author : J30 - Dr.SUNIL BRIJENDRA JAIN ; Co-Author : Ms.Gargi Saxena

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:25-14:00 | Hall: B
Section : Miscellaneous
[FP39] : SOCIAL ISSUES IN DAILY OPHTHALMOLOGY PRACTICE
Presenting & Chief Author : P73 - Dr.Pande Ranjana ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:25-14:00 | Hall: B
Section : Trauma
[FP84] : POSTERIOR SEGMENT FOREIGN BODY : OUR EXPERIENCE WITH SINGLE STEP COMBINED PROCEDURE
Presenting & Chief Author : N-1687/13 - Dr.Narnaware Shilpi ; Co-Author : B52 - Dr.BAWANKULE PRASHANT K

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP75] : PATIENT SATISFACTION AND ITS RELATION WITH EDUCATIONAL STATUS IN MUNICIPALITY HOSPITAL
Presenting & Chief Author : S1957/16 - Dr.Soni Anuj ; Co-Author :  

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP171] : A SURVEY OF EYE-RELATED COMPLAINTS AMONG CALL-CENTER EMPLOYEES IN PUNE
Presenting Author : S1338/11/A Dr.SHITOLE SATISH C ; Chief Author : S1338/11/A - Dr.satish chandrakant shitole Mr ; Co-Authors : D70 - Dr.Darade Dyanoba M , A26 - Dr.AmbeKar Sanjeevani V  

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP203] : COMBATING CATARACT BLINDNESS SINCE OVER 25 YEARS- THE WORLD'S FIRST HOSPITAL TRAIN
Presenting & Chief Author : J30 - Dr.SUNIL BRIJENDRA JAIN ; Co-Authors : Dr.RAJNISH GOURH , Ms.Gargi Saxena  

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP34] : HABILITATION OF CHILDREN BLIND FROM RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY: BELIEFS AND PRACTICES IN MAHARASHTRA
Presenting Author : K125 Dr.Sucheta Kulkarni R ; Chief Author : K125 - Dr.Kulkarni Sucheta ; Co-Authors : D1106/07 - Dr.Dole Kuldeep S , K1263/10 - Dr.Kakade Nilesh A , D1 - Dr.Deshpande Madan 

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP45] : A STUDY OF SQUINT SURGERY CAMPS.
Presenting & Chief Author : J31 - Dr.Shubha Jhavar ; Co-Author :  

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology
[FP106] : PREVALENCE OF OCULAR CO-MORBIDITIES IN HEARING IMPAIRED CHILDREN
Presenting & Chief Author : G 2091/17 - Dr.Gadekar Sarika Ashish ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP167] : EFFECT OF PROVIDING NEAR GLASSES ON PRODUCTIVITY AMONG PRESBYOPIC RURAL INDIAN TEA WORKERS
Presenting & Chief Author : G37 - Dr.Parikshit Gogate ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP182] : NON-MYDRIATIC FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHS BY BOSCH DR ALGORITHM FOR SCREENING IN DIABETIC RETINOPATHY.
Presenting Author : B 1790/14A Dr.Bawankar Pritam ; Chief Author : B1790/14A - Dr.Bawankar Pritam ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP255] : CHANGE IN THE QUALITY OF LIFE AFTER LASIK USING THE NEI-VFQ 25 IN MYOPIC POPULATION IN MAHARASHTRA
Presenting & Chief Author : D1361/11 - Dr.Sheetal Dharmadhikari ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: B
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP267] : SURGICAL OUTCOME OF PENETRATING KERATOPLASTY AT RURAL HOSPITAL.
Presenting & Chief Author : N146 - Dr.Nigwekar Shubhangi P ; Co-Authors : B1 - Dr.BADHE KISHOR P , B-1564/13 - Dr.Bhandari Akshay

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 15:00-16:00 | Hall: B
Section : Pediatric Ophthalmology

[FP178] : EFFECTIVENESS OF DICHOPTIC TREATMENT IN RESIDUAL AMBYOPIA IN ADULTS
Presenting & Chief Author : D1865/15 - Dr.Dhamankar Tanmayi ; Co-Author : K126 - Dr.KOTHARI MIHIR T

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 15:00-16:00 | Hall: B
Section : Pediatric Ophthalmology

[FP253] : OCULAR HYPERTENSIVE RESPONSE TO OCULAR STEROIDS IN PAEDIATRIC PATIENTS: A PROSPECTIVE CASE SERIES
Presenting & Chief Author : K-1625/13 - Dr.Khadse Rutika ; Co-Author :
[FP109] : CONTINUOUS FULL TIME OCCLUSION IN UNILOCULAR SEVERE AMBLYOPIA REFRACTORY TO CONVENTIONAL TREATMENT.
Presenting & Chief Author : K1945/16 - Dr.Kirpekar Tejaswini ; Co-Authors : R1217/09 - Dr.Rishikeshi Nikhil , D1 - Dr.Deshpande Madan

[FP35] : NATURAL HISTORY OF RETINAL MATURATION IN PRETERM INFANTS WITH AND WITHOUT RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY
Presenting & Chief Author : K125 - Dr.Kulkarni Sucheta ; Co-Authors : K1263/10 - Dr.Kakade Nilesh A , D1 - Dr.Deshpande Madan

[FP85] : ABNORMAL HEAD POSTURES - A CLUE TO EYE DISORDER - A CASE SERIES
Presenting & Chief Author : T16 - Dr.Thakre Snehal R ; Co-Author :

[FP126] : PEDIATRIC TRAUMATIC CATARACT: A CASE SERIES
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.NEHA RAKA-MEHTA ; Co-Authors : R1217/09 - Dr.Rishikeshi Nikhil , D1 - Dr.Deshpande Madan

[FP161] : SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF HELVESTON SYNDROME USING 'FOUR OBLIQUE' PROCEDURE
Presenting & Chief Author : A1119/07 - Dr.Ambardekar Prachi P ; Co-Author :

[FP190] : REFRACTIVE ERRORS AMONG CHILDREN IN URBAN SLUMS OF MUMBAI
Presenting & Chief Author : - Mr.manish sonawane ; Co-Authors : N12 - Dr.Natarajan S , Dr.harinder virdi , Dr.radhika krishanan , Dr.Hemalatha Vidyashankar
COMPARISON OF READING SPEED BY MNREAD ACUITY CHART AMONG 3 GROUPS OF PATIENTS
Presenting & Chief Author : S 2113/18 - Dr.Shah Dhruven Devendra ; Co-Authors : H1 - Dr.HALDIPURKAR SUHAS S , S172 - Dr.VIJAY SHETTY , Z 2125 /18 - Dr.Zain Irfan Khatib , N2114/18 - Dr.pranoti sandeep nagvekar

COMPARISON BETWEEN SPHERIC & ASPHERIC IOL & THEIR EFFECT ON HIGHER ORDER ABERRATIONS POSTOPERATIVELY
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.ANUJ SATIJA ; Co-Authors : D63 - Dr.Deshpande Rahul D , K1263/10 - Dr.Kakade Nilesh A

EVALUATION OF SKILL TRANSFER IN SHORT TERM PHACOEMULSIFICATION TRAINING PROGRAM BY ICO-OSCAR
Presenting & Chief Author : A 2226/18 - Dr.Vivek Adwe Mr ; Co-Authors : B135 - Dr.Bharucha Khurshed , H1143/08 - Dr.Hegade Atul

A STUDY TO COMPARE INTRACAMERAL, PERIBULBAR AND SUBTENON’S INFILTRATIVE ANESTHESIA.
Presenting & Chief Author : B 2170 A/18 - Dr.Bharati Shadwala ; Co-Author :

MANAGEMENT OF A CASE OF TRAUMATIC SUBLUXATION OF LENS(USING CAPSULAR TENSION RING)
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Gaurav Brah ; Co-Author : G37 - Dr.Parikshit Gogate

ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY OF RETROPUPILLARY IRIS CLAW LENS
Presenting & Chief Author : D2051A/17 - Dr.Daulatramani Minal ; Co-Author : P1278/11 - Dr.Radhika Paranjpe R
Section : Cataract

[FP231]: CLINICAL STUDY OF INTRAOPERATIVE FLOPPY IRIS SYNDROME IN CATARACT SURGERY AT TERTIARY CARE CENTRE.
Presenting Author: Dr.Kale Sheetal; Chief Author: P73 - Dr.Pande Ranjana; Co-Author: P73 - Dr.Pande Ranjana

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:00-10:00 | Hall: D

Section : Cataract

[FP82]: APPLICATION OF MACULAR SPECTRAL DOMAIN OCT AS A SCREENING TOOL PRIOR TO CATARACT SURGERY
Presenting & Chief Author: K1835/15/A - Dr.Kapania Himali; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:00-10:00 | Hall: D

Section : Cataract

[FP103]: ACCURACY OF 6 FORMULAE IN IOL POWER CALCULATION IN SHORT, LONG AND NORMAL EYES.
Presenting & Chief Author: D 2122 A/18 - Dr.Dahake Harsha Ravina; Co-Authors: H1 - Dr.HALDIPURKAR SUHAS S, S172 - Dr.VIJAY SHETTY, Z 2125 /18 - Dr.Zain Irfan Khatib, S 2113/18 - Dr.Shah Dhruven Devendra

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:00-10:00 | Hall: D

Section : Cataract

[FP120]: ASSESSMENT OF SPECTACLE DEPENDENCY FOLLOWING CATARACT SURGERY IN 3 GROUPS OF PATIENTS
Presenting & Chief Author: D 2122 A/18 - Dr.Dahake Harsha Ravina; Co-Authors: H1 - Dr.HALDIPURKAR SUHAS S, S172 - Dr.VIJAY SHETTY, Z 2125 /18 - Dr.Zain Irfan Khatib, N2114/18 - Dr.pranoti sandeep nagvekar

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:00-10:00 | Hall: D

Section : Cataract

[FP122]: TO COMPARE QUALITY OF LIFE AND DYSPHOTOPSIA IN 4 GROUPS OF PATIENT
Presenting & Chief Author: N2114/18 - Dr.pranoti sandeep nagvekar; Co-Authors: H1 - Dr.HALDIPURKAR SUHAS S, S172 - Dr.VIJAY SHETTY, Z 2125 /18 - Dr.Zain Irfan Khatib, S 2113/18 - Dr.Shah Dhruven Devendra

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:00-10:00 | Hall: D

Section : Cataract

[FP57]: TO COMPARE OUTCOME IN SUPERIOR SCLERAL ALTUNNEL VS TEMPORAL CLEAR CORNEAL INCISION BY PHACOEMULSIFICATION
Presenting & Chief Author: D2046A/17 - Dr.Nikita Daule; Co-Author: B1 - Dr.BADHE KISHOR P

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 09:00-10:00 | Hall: D
Section : Cataract
[FP94] : IRIS CLAW,SUTURED,SUTURELESS SCLERAL FIXATED LENSES:VISUAL OUTCOMES, COMPLICATIONS.
Presenting & Chief Author : K 2190/18 - Dr.Khosla Tanvi ; Co-Author : B1 - Dr.BADHE KISHOR P

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:00 | Hall: D
Section : Glaucoma
[FP101] : A STUDY TO EVALUATE PSYCHOSOCIAL IMPACT OF GLAUCOMA ON PATIENTS
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Ashutosh Dayal ; Co-Authors : S1122/07 - Dr.Sodimalla Kalyani V , C22 - Dr.Vidya Chelerkar , D1 - Dr.Deshpande Madan

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:00 | Hall: D
Section : Glaucoma
[FP141] : OUTCOME OF BLEB MORPHOLOGY AND IOP CONTROL FOLLOWING TRABECULECTOMY USING OLOGEN AND MITOMYCIN C
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.dishi agrawal ; Co-Authors : C22 - Dr.Vidya Chelerkar , A-1547/13 - Dr.Ajandkar Pushkar

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:00 | Hall: D
Section : Uvea
[FP170] : TO EVALUATE EFFECT OF ANTITUBERCULOUS THERAPY ON UVEITIS ASSOCIATED WITH LATENT TUBERCULOSIS.
Presenting & Chief Author : G 2217 A /18 - Dr.Pallavi Ghule ; Co-Authors : Dr.Aesha Sanjay Desai , N2 - Dr.Naik Roopa R

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:00 | Hall: D
Section : Glaucoma
[FP215] : BEYOND THE ANGLES IN ANGLE CLOSURE DISEASE!
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Shah Vishwa ; Co-Author : D1958A/16 - Dr.Dalal Samruddhi

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:00 | Hall: D
Section : Refractive Surgery
[FP91] : AN INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO CONTROL PAIN POST PHOTOREFRACTIVE KERATECTOMY SURGERY.
Presenting & Chief Author : I1860/15/A - Dr.NEERAJ. A. ISRANI ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:00 | Hall: D
Section : Uvea
[FP127] : STEROID PROPHYLAXIS IN PATIENTS WITH UVEITIC CATARACT UNDERGOING CATARACT SURGERY
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Aesha Sanjay Desai ; Co-Authors : G 2217 A /18 - Dr.Pallavi Ghule , N2 - Dr.Naik Roopa R

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 10:00-11:00 | Hall: D
Section : Glaucoma

[FP173] : STUDY OF CHANGES IN INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE(IOP) AFTER ND- YAG LASER CAPSULOTOMY
Presenting & Chief Author : S2054A/17 - Dr.Somani Shashank ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP86] : A RARE ENTITY UNILATERAL RETINITIS PIGMENTOSA WITH CLINICAL AND ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS.
Presenting & Chief Author : K 2118/18 - Dr.Kumbhar Amruta D ; Co-Authors : S137 - Dr.Samant Preetam , L1795/14 - Dr.LahaneSayalee Tatyarao , B1790/14A - Dr.Bawankar Pritam

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP67] : OUR EXPERIENCE OF BEVACIZUMAB BIO SIMILAR - A CENTURY LATER
Presenting & Chief Author : P14 - Dr.PANGARKAR ANAND V ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP81] : VISUAL OUTCOME FOLLOWING TREATMENT OF CRVO WITH SPONTANEOUS CAROTID - CAVERNOUS FISTULA: CASE REPORT
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.ADITYA R NAKADE ; Co-Authors : S5 - Dr.Sahdev Saroj I , V1752/14 - Dr.Valvekar Purva U

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section : Retina-Vitreous

[FP87] : TO STUDY OUTCOME OF INTRAVITREAL BEVACIZUMAB VERSUS LASER TREATMENT IN RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY
Presenting & Chief Author : K 2118/18 - Dr.Kumbhar Amruta D ; Co-Authors : L1795/14 - Dr.Lahane Sayalee Tatyarao , P1153/08 - Dr.Parikh Ragini , S137 - Dr.Samant Preetam

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section : Retina-Vitreous
[FP144]: CHARACTERISTICS OF PRETERM INFANTS HAVING TREATABLE ROP, FACTORS AFFECTING IMMEDIATE TREATMENT FAILURE
Presenting & Chief Author: - Dr. Ananya Nibandhe; Co-Author: K125 - Dr. Kulkarni Sucheta

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP153]: MULTIMODAL IMAGING AND OCT ANGIOGRAPHY IN DIFFERENT STAGES OF BEST VITELLIFORM DYSTROPHY.
Presenting & Chief Author: P1852/15/A - Dr. Patkar Priyanka; Co-Author:

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP56]: PREVALENCE OF OCT DETECTED DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA IN PATIENTS WITH DIABETIC RETINOPATHY.
Presenting & Chief Author: W2047A/17 - Dr. Pratik Walunjkar; Co-Author: B5 - Dr. Bangal Surekha V Mrs

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP121]: INTRAVITREAL BEVACIZUMAB (AVASTIN) ALONE OR WITH LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION FOR DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA
Presenting & Chief Author: - Dr. Aesha Sanjay Desai; Co-Author: T4 - Dr. Tammewar Ajay

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP102]: RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY SCREENING IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE
Presenting & Chief Author: S2033A/17 - Dr. Shah Miloni; Co-Author: K108 - Dr. Khune Ajit G

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 11:00-12:15 | Hall: D
Section: Retina-Vitreous

[FP220]: MAGNITUDE OF DIABETES MELLITUS AND DIABETIC RETINOPATHY IN PUNE
Presenting & Chief Author: - Dr. Azher Ahmed Khan Iodhi; Co-Authors: K125 - Dr. Kulkarni Sucheta, D1 - Dr. Deshpande Madan

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:15-13:00 | Hall: D
Section: Community Ophthalmology

[FP238]: BARRIERS TO CATARACT SURGERY IN PUNE SLUMS: PATIENTS’ PERSPECTIVE
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Preeyam Biswas ; Co-Author : G37 - Dr.Parikshit Gogate

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:15-13:00 | Hall: D
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP242] : PREVALENCE OF XEROPHTHALMIA AND COVERAGE OF VITAMIN A PROPHYLAXIS PROGRAMME IN SLUMS OF RURAL AND
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Pari ; Co-Authors : R1912/16 - Dr.Radhakrishnan O K , P1278/11 - Dr.Radika Paranjpe R

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:15-13:00 | Hall: D
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP92] : OCULAR FINDINGS IN PATIENTS OF CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE ON MAINTENANCE HAEMODIALYSIS
Presenting & Chief Author : B2035A/17 - Dr.Borrse Mrunall ; Co-Authors : K108 - Dr.Khune Ajit G , P44 - Dr.Patil Vidya Y

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:15-13:00 | Hall: D
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP47] : PREVALENCE OF COLOUR BLINDNESS IN SCHOOL CHILDREN OF SOLAPUR
Presenting & Chief Author : P 2211A/18 - Dr.Soham Pal ; Co-Authors : A46 - Dr.Atnoor Veerena B , S18 - Dr.Sarawade Suhas S

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:15-13:00 | Hall: D
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP93] : PREVALENCE OF OCULAR INJURIES IN PATIENTS WITH ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENT
Presenting & Chief Author : P2032A/17 - Dr.Pawar Pranjali ; Co-Author : K108 - Dr.Khune Ajit G

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 12:15-13:00 | Hall: D
Section : Community Ophthalmology

[FP270] : STUDY OF REFERRED PATIENTS TO OPHTHALMOLOGY DEPARTMENT IN A TERTIARY CARE CENTRE.
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Pratik Kishan Lakhmawar ; Co-Author : O6 - Dr.Ooney Vaishali L

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:00-14:00 | Hall: D
Section : Ocular Surface disorders

[FP52] : WHAT DRIVES EYE RUBBING IN KERATOCONUS(KC)? A MOLECULAR BIOMARKER STUDY
Presenting & Chief Author : P1855/15/A - Dr.Paritekar Prajakta ; Co-Author : 
Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:00-14:00 | Hall: D
Section : Cornea
[FP114] : INTRASTROMAL VORICONAZOLE FOR MANAGEMENT OF FUNGAL KERATITIS UNRESPONSIVE TO CONVENTIONAL THERAPY
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Piyali konar ; Co-Authors : J1216/09 - Dr.Joshi Shilpa A , J1253/10 - Dr.Jagdale Seema , Dr.Sheetal Bansode SB

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:00-14:00 | Hall: D
Section : Cornea
[FP188] : A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF INFECTION AFTER CORNEAL GRAFT REQUIRING RE-GRAFTING
Presenting & Chief Author : S2013/17 - Dr.Arpit Anil Shah ; Co-Author : P2022/17 - Dr.Pradhan Viraj

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:00-14:00 | Hall: D
Section : Ocular Surface disorders
[FP24] : TO EVALUATE TEAR FILM FUNCTION PRE AND POST PTERYGIUM EXCISION SURGERY WITH CONJUNCTIVAL AUTOGRAFT
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.PRARTHANA PATKAR ; Co-Authors : S-1551/13 - Dr.Sune Pradeep , S-1550/13 - Dr.Sune Mona

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:00-14:00 | Hall: D
Section : Cornea
[FP53] : TOPO-GUIDED REMOVAL OF EPITHELIUM IN KERATOCONUS EYES (TREK): A CUSTOMISED APPROACH.
Presenting & Chief Author : I1860/15/A - Dr.NEERAJ. A. ISRANI ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:00-14:00 | Hall: D
Section : Ocular Surface disorders
[FP165] : COMPARISON BETWEEN CYCLOSPORINE 0.1% & REBAMIPIDE 2% EYE DROPS IN MODERATE TO SEVERE DRY EYE CASES
Presenting Author : P120 Dr.PHASE RAHUL A ; Presenting & Chief Author : P 2204/18 - Dr.Avani Patil ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 13:00-14:00 | Hall: D
Section : Cornea
[FP168] : STUDY OF VISUAL OUTCOME IN PATIENTS WITH CORNEAL TEAR.
Presenting & Chief Author : K 2118/18 - Dr.Kumbhar Amruta D ; Co-Author :
Section: Ocular Surface disorders

[FP246] : OCULAR MANIFESTATIONS IN RHEUMATOID ARTHRITIS
Presenting Author : N6 Dr.Nandedkar Varsha S ; Chief Author : - Dr.Madhuri mundada ; Co-Author :

Section: Pediatric Ophthalmology

[FP51] : ALTERED TEAR DOPAMINE LEVELS – A NOVEL BIOMARKER FOR PEDIATRIC MYOPIA
Presenting & Chief Author : P1855/15/A - Dr.Paritekar Prajakta ; Co-Author :

Section: Trauma

[FP164] : OUTCOME OF PENETRATING CORNEAL TRAUMA
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Sheetal Bansode SB ; Co-Authors : J1216/09 - Dr.Joshi Shilpa A , J1253/10 - Dr.Jagdale Seema , Dr.Piyali konar

Section: Miscellaneous

[FP199] : CLINICAL STUDY OF OCULAR VARIATIONS IN IOP IN PRE AND POST DELIVERY PERIOD OF PREECLAMPSIA-ECLAMPSIA
Presenting & Chief Author : D 2164 A/18 - Dr.Dalwani Vrinda ; Co-Authors : D1202/09 - Dr.Desai Satish Subhash , S99 - Dr.SHEGAONKAR SHARAD H

Section: Trauma

[FP214] : ANALYSIS OF 74 OPEN GLOBE INJURIES REQUIRING V-R INTERVENTION & ITS CORRELATION WITH OTS
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Prashant ; Co-Author :

Section: Miscellaneous

[FP230] : MIND AND PSYCHOLOGY AND THEIR IMPACT ON POST-OPERATIVE PAIN – A PERSONALITY STUDY
Presenting & Chief Author : R1859/15/A - Dr.Ramuka Saurabh Sohanlal ; Co-Author : V1999/16 - Dr.Ravish Vaishnav

Section: Pediatric Ophthalmology
[FP232] : MANAGEMENT OF PEDIATRIC CATARACT
Presenting & Chief Author : L 2131 A /18 - Dr.Laddha Shruti Jagdish ; Co-Author : L1796/14 - Dr.Lahane Sumeet Tatyarao

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: D
Section : Trauma

[FP107] : SYSTEMIC & INTRAVITREAL VORICONAZOLE FOR THE TREATMENT OF TRAUMATIC ACANTHAMOEBA ENDOPHTHALMITIS
Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.Aesha Sanjay Desai ; Co-Authors : G 2217 A /18 - Dr.Pallavi Ghule , N2 - Dr.Naik Roopa R

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: D
Section : Oculoplasty/Orbit/ Lacrimal

[FP113] : AUTOMATED MATHEMATICAL COMPUTATION OF MEIBOMIAN GLAND DYSFUNCTION (MGD) USING A HANDHELD CAMERA.
Presenting & Chief Author : R1859/15/A - Dr.Ramuka Saurabh Sohanlal ; Co-Author :

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: D
Section : Oculoplasty/Orbit/ Lacrimal

[FP151] : ETIOLOGY OF FAILED DACRYOCYSTORHINOSTOMY (DCR) SURGERY
Presenting & Chief Author : G 2210/18 - Dr.Smita ; Co-Authors : C1316/11/A - Dr.Sonal S Chaugule , D63 - Dr.Deshpande Rahul D

Date: 26-Oct-2018 | Time: 14:00-15:00 | Hall: D
Section : Trauma

[FP269] : CLINICAL PROFILE OF OCULAR TRAUMA
Presenting Author : V25 Dr.Vare Archana A ; Presenting & Chief Author : - Dr.bonde Dipali ; Co-Author :